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We know how important it is to get the right groove

going.We set the mood by breaking the "Ice, Ice Baby"

and follow the tone of the event until we have your

guests grabbing their dancing shoes and racing for the

dance floor. We've got a playlist to suit every moment.

 

 our team is made up of highly experienced

professionals who have years of experience, doing

what we do best. We believe in only working with

industry leading equipment for superior sound quality

and our services cover both Cape Town and

Johannesburg.

 

We know how to read the crowd to make sure your

event becomes one everyone can't stop talking about.

If the DJ hasn't quite got round to the song your body

is aching to dance to, grab your phone and try out the

"Request a Song app". It's the perfect way to make

sure everyone gets a turn to play DJ.

 

 

Why not throw in some visual effect too?

Lasers to add tasteful colour and smoke, low-

level foggers and bubble machines that are

sure to add some oohs and ahs!

 

Looking to capture all the fun? We've just

launched a Photo-Booth package that offers

Unlimited prints, making sure all those

“interesting” poses have been caught. 

 

Ensuring no photo is lost, an innovative

Micro-site allows you to send pics to any

number around the world so that no one is

left out. Book this as a package deal or just

for some added fun at your event.
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CREATIVE WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
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WHAT WE DO

Our Wedding Photography division is headed up
by several well known photographers, All of our
wedding photographers come with their own
unique style and have each been in the industry
for over 15 years, We will capture your love, your
smiles, your friends, your happiness, your family,
your dance, your party and your special day.

VIDEOGRAPHY

Your wedding video is something you can share with
others and enjoy together for a lifetime. We capture
the day the way it happened,- with all the smiles,
laughter, the tears and the joy. Your day is a
beautiful story that needs to be told and we would
love to tell it for you. By blending photojournalistic
and classic film styles- we use both candid and
formal posing to create wedding films that capture
the essence of your special day. 

Capture memorable moments with our interactive
Photo Pod. Guests receive a custom designed photo
print which will also be uploaded to a custom
designed microsite. Links to the microsite will be
shared with guests via SMS immediately. Choose
from either traditional or digital props to really take
things to the next level. Choose from a variety of
shooting modes such as stills, gif or burst gif
animation as well as a variety of print layouts such
as a single frame or triple strip option. 

PHOTO-BOOTHS



04 DJ'S AND AV

Our DJ’s are all highly experienced professionals

and are responsible for providing the soundtrack to

your wedding. Our DJ services include sound,

lighting, DJ gear and a wide range of AV gear such

as gobo’s and smoke machines A pre-wedding

consultation meeting will be arranged with your DJ

to ensure that all aspects of the soundtrack to your

wedding have been finalised to ensure complete

peace of mind on your big day.

OUR CLIENTS LOVE US

Kate & Warren's Wedding
"Thank you to Ross for being such an amazing DJ at our wedding. I can honestly say that one

of the reasons that the wedding was such a success due to you- I don't think there was one

minute after the dancing started that the floor was not filled with people dancing- you read

the crowd perfectly and the music suited all the ages of the guests attending. Thank you for

your calm manner and for jumping in when the Marimba band didn't turn up- your efficiency

and professional manner not only on the day but from the day you were hired was

exemplary. Altogether, i can't thank you enough- the guests had the time of their lives and

this was in no small part due to you"



"We hired Ross as a DJ for my Mom's surprise 60th birthday, which was an excellent evening

and wanted to send a note highly recommending Ross for any function. Ross was incredibly

professional all the way through arranging the party and due to the fact that I arranged this

surprise birthday from overseas, it was great to know that I was constantly in safe hands. He

went out of his way to communicate via WhatsApp and e-mail and covered off numerous

details that I hadn't originally considered (lighting)). He was very helpful, always responded

when he said he would and very pro-active as well. On the night he arrived early to set up, had

all the relevant equipment needed and was a superstar. The best part about the function was

the music! There was not a single song that we requested that he didn't have. He read the

audiece incredibily well and a number of my friends and family said that the DJ was execellent.

I would highly recommend Ross for any future function!"

Jocelyn Stone
-Events & Marketing Manager

"Sound-House Entertainment continuously provide quality and professional DJ's every time

we have had the pleasure to work with them. I highly recommend Ross to all of my clients. I

am never disappointed in the effortless working relationship that their office team & DJ's

create every time we deal with them. Always a pleasure, keep up the good work team!" 

Anna's Mom's 60th
Birthday

 



CONTACT US

WE WOULD LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU! 
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